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a b s t r a c t 

Nowadays, smartphone has a tremendous number of applications using sensors and devices for several 

applications such as healthcare and game. However, serious consideration to increase the duration of bat- 

tery use of phone is required because of the limited battery capacity. In this paper, we propose a hybrid 

system to increase the longevity of phone with hierarchical modular Bayesian networks that recognize 

the user’s contexts, and device management rules that infer the unnecessary devices in smartphone. In- 

ferring the user’s contexts with sensor data and considering the device status, the context inferred and 

user’s tendency, we determine the superfluous devices that are consuming the battery as dispensable. 

The experiments with the real log data collected from 28 people for 6 months verify that the proposed 

system performs the accuracy of 85.68% and the reduction of battery consumption of about 6%. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

According to the technical document of Qualcomm in 2013, the

ost serious concern of mobile users is the duration of battery

1,2] . Most of the users have to bring spare battery together in

pite of the improvement of battery capacity. The data collected

rom the sensors and devices of smartphone can be to infer the

ser’s context and develop applications with appropriate services.

owever, as the users demand intensely for long-time use, it en-

ourages the active research on increasing the battery-use time for

martphone. 

In this paper, we propose a low-power device management sys-

em for smartphone using hierarchical Bayesian networks that can

nfer user’s context and unnecessary devices. The proposed system

nfers the user’s context using Bayesian networks. Considering the

ser’s context, the tendency inferred and the status of devices, we

an infer the superfluous devices that can consume battery as dis-

ensable. As a result, the proposed system can improve the dura-

ion of battery. In order to reveal the usefulness of the proposed

ystem, we evaluated the accuracy of identifying the unnecessary

evices by real data collected from 28 people, and compared it

ith the competitive methods. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-

uces the related work regarding the mobile applications on device

anagement. Section 3 presents the hierarchical modular Bayesian

etworks to reduce the battery consumption of smartphone. In
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ection 4 , we show the experiments and the results to evaluate

he proposed system. Finally, Section 5 summarizes this paper and

resents the future works. 

. Related works 

Mohammad recognized user’s context in smartphone, and pro-

osed a method to manage the devices. In this research, to reduce

he complexity of context-awareness, he incorporated fuzzy infer-

nce [13] . Zhuang adjusted update-time-gap to gain location infor-

ation [10] . Herrman proposed a low-power system that can ad-

ust the state of sensor devices according to context [12] . Xu pro-

osed a technique by controlling display brightness level and GPS

ampling rate on smartphones [22] . Previous works defined static

ituation for low-power platform [6,9,11] , and adjusted limited-

ensor devices as shown in Table 1 . 

The previous applications for low-power system did not exploit

he users’ use pattern, and had a problem that they cannot config-

re the setting directly [14–17] . Applications of considering the use

attern have problem of cold-start that takes a long time to recog-

ize the pattern and has few data samples. In order to work out

his problem, we propose a device management system that can

djust appropriate devices for user through context inference. The

roposed system supports the automatic adjustment of battery-

aving mode in accordance with each situation. It can improve the

ccuracy of situation inference through learning of use patterns. 

Table 2 shows the commercial low-power device management

pplications. Battery Guru developed by Qualcomm can grasp use-

attern and optimize the device function of smartphone. This ap-
sian networks for low-power context-aware smartphone, Neuro- 
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Table 1. 

Related works on low-power platform. Notice that O means the inclusion of the property, whereas X means the non-inclusion. 

Researcher Function Description 

Context awareness Device adjustment 

Xu et al. (2014) 

[22] 

O GPS, Brightness Markov decision process based on rules and action function 

Mohammad et al. 

(2013) [13] 

O X Fuzzy inference model of low computational complexity considering context-awareness of 

user in smartphone 

Herrmann et al. 

(2012) [12] 

X Sensor devices Low-power system adjusting power consumption of sensor device according to user’s 

context 

Weiss et al. (2011) 

[8] 

O X Analysis of correlation of context-awareness of users using accelerometer sensor in 

smartphone for 70 people 

Zhuang et al. 

(2010) [10] 

X GPS Adjustment of update-time-gap of location information about user’s static state 

Bettini et al. (2007) 

[7] 

X Power consumption Investigated power consumption of built-in sensor such as accelerometer, microphone, 

GPS, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth 

Table 2. 

Commercial device management applications. Notice that O means the inclusion of the property, 

whereas X means the non-inclusion. 

Researcher No. of saving modes Configuration setting Use pattern using 

Battery Guru 2 O O 

Battery Doctor 3 X X 

King of Energy Saving 3 O X 

2 Battery 2 O X 

Green Power 2 O X 

MX Battery Saver 4 X O 

DU Battery Saver 3 O X 

Battery Saver 2 2 X X 

Fig. 1. The overall system structure. 
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plication leads to decreasing battery consumption. However, these

previous applications have a problem that takes a long time to rec-

ognize pattern or relies only on user’s configuration. 

3. The proposed system 

In this paper, we analyze the correlation between the situation

and tendency of user and the devices to develop a low-power plat-

form by the literature survey and the data collected. At first, we

preprocess the sensor data by decision tree and rules for the in-

put to Bayesian networks, because it is relatively easy to imple-

ment decision tree and rules that have advantage of high accu-

racy and fast processing for the information like acceleration data

[3] . After we identify the state of user’s movement (walk, run, and
Please cite this article as: S.-B. Cho, J.-M. Yu, Hierarchical modular Bay

computing (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.01.124 
top) using acceleration sensor, and user’s posture (sit, stand, and

ie) using orientation sensor, we distinguish user’s location of in-

oor and outdoor using the rules with the information of GPS (We

hould replace the GPS with the alternatives because it consumes

he large amount of battery). 

After analyzing the correlation among the data collected, we

evelop the Bayesian networks to infer the user’s situation. We

ave used the modular Bayesian networks with tree structure us-

ng the low-level data preprocessed. Bayesian networks are a good

odel for handling uncertain input in smartphone environment.

s they are constructed as tree structure, they can infer the sit-

ation with low calculation complexity compared to the conven-

ional Bayesian network. It has an effect on the low power con-

umption of CPU. As network can be a powerful model through
esian networks for low-power context-aware smartphone, Neuro- 
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Table 3. 

Feature values used for decision tree. 

Feature value Description 

sum_accX Summation of X-axis acceleration 

sum_accY Summation of Y-axis acceleration 

sum_accZ Summation of Z-axis acceleration 

std_accX Standard deviation of X-axis acceleration 

std_accY Standard deviation of Y-axis acceleration 

std_accZ Standard deviation of Z-axis acceleration 

sum_orientation Summation of orientation 

sum_pitch Summation of pitch 

sum_roll Summation of roll 

std_orientation Standard deviation of orientation 

std_pitch Standard deviation of pitch 

std_roll Standard deviation of roll 

sum_magX Summation of X-axis magnetic field 

sum_magY Summation of Y-axis magnetic field 

sum_magZ Summation of Z-axis magnetic field 

std_magX Standard deviation of X-axis magnetic field 

std_magY Standard deviation of Y-axis magnetic field 

std_magZ Standard deviation of Z-axis magnetic field 

SMA Signal magnitude area 

Table 4. 

The result of sensor data preprocessed. 

Method Sensor types Use patterns 

Decision 

tree 

Acceleration, 

direction 

Walk, run, stop 

Magnetic, Gyro Sit, stand, lie 

Rules Light Very bright, bright, normal, dim, very dim 

Time Morning, afternoon, evening, dawn 

GPS School, home, library, theatre, cafeteria 

Battery amount Low, normal, high 
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umulated massive data learning, researchers are exploiting

earning algorithms. In order to run the decision tree in mobile

nvironment in real time, we implement it in C language on An-

roid platform through NDK. The code implemented in C might

un faster because it does not use Java virtual machine (see Fig. 1 ).

As sensor data have significant variation according to user’s

tate, we have to classify the time-series sensor data into user’s

ovements. To detect the user’s movement state, we extract the

eature values as input of decision tree first. The data used in de-

ision tree come from acceleration, magnetic and orientation sen-

ors. We use the four feature values for each sensor, calculated by

he following equations. 

um _ X = 

N ∑ 

i =1 

| x i − x i −1 | (1) 

ean _ X = 

∑ N 
i =1 

√ 

( x i +1 − x i ) 
2 

N 

(2) 

MA _ X = 

N ∑ 

1 

( | x i | ) + ( | y i | ) + ( | z i | ) (3)

td _ X = 

√ (∑ 

√ 

( x i +1 − x i ) 
2 − mean _ X ) 

)2 

(4) 

Here, X represents sensor, x means the value at present time

f i , and N means the total amount of data in a window.

able 3 shows the total feature values used for the decision tree. 

The proposed system consists of data collection module, pre-

rocessing module, situation inference module, and device-use in-

erence module. Data collection module collects mobile sensor data

nd the status of device. Table 4 shows the sensor types and use

atterns of the decision tree and rules for preprocessing module.
Please cite this article as: S.-B. Cho, J.-M. Yu, Hierarchical modular Baye

computing (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.01.124 
ituation inference module infers the user’s context using the in-

ut data preprocessed. Considering the tendency of user, battery

tatus, and inferred situation, device-use inference module can in-

er superfluous devices and adjust them accordingly. 

.1. Modular Bayesian networks 

Bayesian networks are models that express large probability

istributions with relatively small cost in statistical mechanics. The

tructure is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that represents the link

elationship of each node and includes conditional probability ta-

le (CPT). It consists of two components: structure and parameters.

he network can identify the structure and parameters through

earning algorithms using real world data as well as constructing

t with expert’s domain knowledge. 

Modular Bayesian networks (MBN) is an extended version of

ayesian network [19] . MBN has the basic BN’s features such as

 -separation and increasing complexity as the growing number of

arent’s nodes. Besides, it is possible to apply BN’s inference or

earning algorithms to MBN without modification. In MBN, how-

ver, it is more difficult to keep dependencies between variables,

specially inter-modular causality due to its modular property. In

ddition, a clever method is required in inference since updat-

ng the whole MBN given small change of observation would take

onsiderable resources and time. To settle down these problems,

he system uses virtual linking and selective inference for MBN.

nter-modular causality is preserved by virtual link between mod-

les, and only the necessary modules are taken into account in

nference process. Before delivering detailed method, clear defini-

ion and important feature of MBN are described here. MBN works

ased on BN and consists of multiple BN units (BN modules) which

re connected with other units according to their causality rela-

ionships. BN modules and MBN are defined as follows. 

Definition 1 (BN module). A BN module ψ i = ( G i , P i ) is a

ayesian network represented by G i = ( V ψ i 
, P ψ i ) where V ψ i are the

et of random variables belonging to G i and E ψ i = ( X, Y ) are di-

ected edges from X to Y. X and Y are random variables belonging

o V ψ i . Every BN module is modeled by the subset V ψ i of all set

f random variables U that can be observed in the BN model. The

onditional probability table P ( V ψ i ) in BN modules has the same

efinition with P ( V i ). The BN module is a subgraph of the mono-

ithic BN [20] . 

Definition 2 (modular BN). MBN � consists of a 2-tuple ( ψ , R )

here ψ represents all set of BN modules in � and R indicates

he causality among BN modules. Let two BN modules be defined

s ψ i = ( ( V i , E i ) , P i ) and ψ i = ( ( V j , E j ) , P j ) , and have the influ-

nce on each other. Then, a link R = { 〈 �i , � j 〉 | i � = j, V i ∩ 

V j � = ∅}
s created and able to affect or be affected by defining a sharing

ode. 

Definition 3 (design criteria of MBN). There are four design cri-

eria of the MBN: (1) A pair of modules is non-symmetric. In other

ords, 〈 ψ i , ψ j 〉 is not equal to 〈 ψ j , ψ i 〉 . (2) MBN does not allow a

ircular loop to its own. (3) A pair of BN modules has at least one

hared variable. (4) MBN can be reelected the mutual causality be-

ween the modules. That is, it is possible to change the input and

utput modules depending on situation. 

When a module is updated we can restrict the range of mod-

les to be re-inferred by the inter-modular relation. Due to this

eason, modular d -separation needs to be checked dynamically.

his is done by updating module selector in the proposed MBN

ystem [19] . This modular Bayesian network was applied in land-

ark detection with mobile devices and distributed multiple sen-

or networks [21] . Fig. 2 shows the modular Bayesian network

esigned for inference of device status. 
sian networks for low-power context-aware smartphone, Neuro- 
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Fig. 2. Modular Bayesian network for inference of device status. 

Fig. 3. Modular Bayesian network system with functional components. 
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3.2. Inference with modular Bayesian networks 

The inference process of MBN consists of multiple steps

as shown in Fig. 3 [19] . The raw data collector obtains con-

tinuous sensor data and log data from the smartphone (e.g.,
Please cite this article as: S.-B. Cho, J.-M. Yu, Hierarchical modular Bay

computing (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.01.124 
ccelerometer, gyroscope, time, schedule, and so on). The data are

ent to the preprocessor for discretization using algorithms such

s decision tree, naïve Bayes classifier, etc. The data preprocessing

ims to reduce the time complexity of the BN modules. The num-

er of states of the input value increases the size of the CPT. MBN

nfers the context, and finally the context-aware service mapper

elects the optimal services in this inferred context. 

The MBN selects the target nodes needed to know in accor-

ance with the collected contextual information. A target module

ontains a target node. When the target module is selected, the

ystem then selects the modules that need re-inference. When the

ystem conducts selective inference, it selects modules that possi-

ly affect target modules and change the posteriori probability of

he modules. This system stores the previous module’s evidence

et because the posteriori probability of a module depends on the

vidence set. 

.3. Hierarchical probabilistic model 

In a previous work [3] , we recognized the user’s situation in

ow power using linear inference. We recognized the situation of

est, sleep, dining, exercise, work, shopping and lesson using the

roposed modular situation inference. According to the criteria of

ituation classification of National Statistical Office in Korea [4] , we

efine eight situations. Unnecessary device could be turned off,

ecause this might consume battery. For an example, in outdoor,

f Wi-Fi device is turned on, we do not use Wi-Fi. However, that

evice always can try to search access point or Wi-Fi connection

earby. The inference technology proposed in this paper figures

ut the superfluous state of each device hierarchically considering

he user’s tendency and present mobile state. This method reuses

he result of user situation inference as evidence value. We use the

ser’s tendency from Big-five tendency model proposed by McCrae

nd John [5] . Table 5 is the definition of I/O of probability model

f each device. 
esian networks for low-power context-aware smartphone, Neuro- 
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Table 5. 

Input and output of Bayesian network of inferring unnecessary devices. 

Classification Type Description 

Input Sleeping We consider co-relationship between the result of situation inference of user and device use based on the situation 

classification of National Statistical Office. 

Dining 

Work 

Lesson 

Watching 

Exercising 

Moving 

Rest 

Battery state Considering usable device or not via battery state 

Screen state Considering the state of screen be turned on or off

Extroversion We consider co-relationship with the tendency of user based on Big-five model. 

Openness 

Congeniality 

Sincerity 

Faithfulness 

Output Device Wi-Fi, GPS, Bluetooth, Data synchronized device 

Fig. 4. Inference algorithm of unused devices. 
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.4. Inference and management of unnecessary devices 

We infer the unnecessary device based on the linear inference

lgorithm by Das [18] considering only coincidence of state value

bout cause-and-effect relationship of output value as the follow-

ng Eq. (5) . 

 ( S ) = 

n ∑ 

j=1 

w j p 
(
S| Comp 

(
I j = i j 

))
(5) 

here P ( S ) is the probability of situation S . I j is the input of node

 , and i j is the input value for node j . Comp( I j = i j ) is the value of

onditional probability table on the coincidence situation of node

. w j means the influence of node j to the final situation. 

Input: 

User situation, tendency of user, mobile state 

Output: 

State of devices unnecessary 

Device = { d 1 ,d 2 , …, d i } 

While (an inference module can be selected according to the state of devices) { 

Configure the input value for each module; 

Calculate the probability linearly; 

Decide the state of superfluous device based on critical value; 

} 

Fig. 4 shows the inference algorithm to find unnecessary de-

ices. First, we choose the inference module in order to under-

tand the state of device d i . We configure the evidence value of

nput node of smartphone and the tendency and situation of user

eeded for inference module, and calculate probability value of un-

ecessary node. Next, we calculate conditional probability value
Please cite this article as: S.-B. Cho, J.-M. Yu, Hierarchical modular Baye

computing (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.01.124 
nd intermediate node. Finally, calculate probability value of re-

ult node that means the state of unnecessary device, and decide

he unnecessary state of device based on a threshold. This process

s repeated for device management inference module. Through the

epeated result, we carry out device management. 

Fig. 5 shows the graphic user interface of device management

or each situation. If user runs the application located in back-

round screen on smartphone, user can confirm devices that can

e adjusted by user. The GUI is designed to configure battery-

aving level, and user can confirm to configure the setting and

orking system. 

. Experimental results 

.1. Experiment environment 

The experiments were conducted with the 6985 real log data

ollected from 28 people for 6 months. 16 situations inferred in-

lude sleeping, eating, work, lesson, housework, watching, exercise,

tudy and others. Sensors used are GPS, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and syn-

hronization. Samsung Galaxy S4 is used for the data collection

nd application software running. Even though the application was

eveloped at the desktop computer with Intel Core i7-2600L, 16.0

B RAM, and Windows 7, all the experiments and computations

re performed on the smartphone. 

To show the usefulness of the developed application in low

ower environment, we designed a scenario which is effective for

attery saving and utilizing device management application. The

cenario aims to show the effect of device management applica-

ion through situation inference and alteration of state of device

n addition to situation and tendency of user. Figs. 6 and 7 show

he difference between with and without the device management

pplication through the scenario. In this figure, the scenario shows

 possibility to reduce battery consumption. When the user takes

 lesson, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GPS get automatically turned off at

:50 ( Fig. 7 ). Similarly, Wi-Fi module is turned off when user is

tudying in library at 13:25. 

To verify the proposed system, we conduct the quantitative ex-

eriments in four parts. First, we measure the classification ac-

uracy (from 10-fold cross validation) of movement and trans-

ortation, and compare with the competitive classifiers to confirm

he performance of decision tree. Second, we measure the infer-

nce accuracy of situation with the 16 modular Bayesian networks.

hird, we measure the inference accuracy of unnecessary devices

ased on the situation inferred by the previous experiment. Finally,
sian networks for low-power context-aware smartphone, Neuro- 
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Fig. 5. The GUI’s of the device management application. A user can start the application by clicking the circular buttons (a), select the appropriate status to input the values 

for the situation (b, c), and enter the levels and device status (d, e, f). The application displays the current situation inferred and the remaining battery (g and h). 

Fig. 6. Situation without device management application. 
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Fig. 7. Situation with device management application. 

Table 6. 

Accuracy of classifying the state of movement. 

Class TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC area 

Staying 0.947 0.014 0.957 0.947 0.952 0.984 

Walking 0.908 0.079 0.912 0.908 0.910 0.960 

Running 0.848 0.042 0.828 0.848 0.838 0.966 

(Average) 0.901 0.045 0.899 0.901 0.900 0.970 

Table 7. 

Accuracy of classifying the type of transportation. 

Class TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC area 

Train 0.873 0.052 0.885 0.873 0.879 0.957 

Car 0.928 0.072 0.841 0.928 0.883 0.960 

Subway 0.762 0.051 0.863 0.762 0.809 0.914 

Bus 0.910 0.020 0.833 0.910 0.870 0.969 

(Average) 0.860 0.054 0.861 0.860 0.859 0.946 

Table 8. 

Confusion matrix for movement state. 

a b c 

a = Staying 1020 43 7 

b = Walking 45 1032 46 

c = Running 0 69 746 

w  

t

4

 

p  

i  

v  

o  

a  

v  

a

Table 9. 

Confusion matrix for type of transportation. 

a b c d 

a = Train 1038 47 94 10 

b = Car 22 1024 32 25 

c = Subway 105 130 860 34 

d = Bus 8 16 10 345 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the accuracy and runtime for classifying the type of trans- 

portation. 
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e compare the battery level with and without the proposed sys-

em. 

.2. Classification accuracy of movement and transportation 

The performance of decision tree to identify the type of trans-

ortation is evaluated first. User’s movement state can be classified

nto stop, run and walk. The type of transportation is classified into

ehicle, subway, train and taxi. The input was from sensor values

f acceleration, magnetic, and orientation. After pre-processing, the

ccuracy of 10-fold cross validation is used for the input of the

ariation of axis of sensor, standard deviation and SMA. Tables 6

nd 7 show the result of accuracy of the 10-fold cross validation. 
Please cite this article as: S.-B. Cho, J.-M. Yu, Hierarchical modular Baye
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Tables 8 and 9 show the confusion matrix of the decision tree

or the type of transportation and the state of movement. It can

e seen that the state of walking is more discriminative than the

ther movement states, and subway is highly confused with train

r car. 

Fig. 8 shows the performance for the type of transportation of

everal classifiers such as decision tree, SVM, multi-layer percep-

ron and RBF network. This figure confirms that the decision tree

s more stable and faster than other classifiers. To get fairer com-

arison, we have conducted the t -test between decision tree and

ther classifiers, verifying that all the improvements are statisti-

ally significant. The p-values for SVM and RBF network are under

005, and that of multi-layer perceptron is under .001. 
sian networks for low-power context-aware smartphone, Neuro- 
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Fig. 9. Change of conditional probability table for each network. 

Fig. 10. Change of inference time for each network. 

Fig. 11. Accuracy of inference for each network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Accuracy of inferring the superfluous devices. 
4.3. Inference accuracy of situation 

In this paper, we designed 16 modular networks to infer the

user situation. The parameters of the networks are determined

based on the data and related works of national statistics insti-

tute of Korea. To reduce the computational overhead, the situation

is inferred using linear inference algorithm proposed by Das [18] .

The conditional probability table (CPT) is reduced by considering

the concurrent situations, so that the computation needed for in-

ference is reduced. Fig. 9 shows the change of CPT for each net-

work. 

If we design the parameters based on the previous tree design

method, the maximum size of CPT for mobile usage network is

3125. On the contrary, if we design them based on concurrent sit-

uation, the size of CPT can be reduced to 25. This causes the CPT
Please cite this article as: S.-B. Cho, J.-M. Yu, Hierarchical modular Bay

computing (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.01.124 
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Fig. 13. Comparing battery levels. 
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ize to be proportional to the number of parent nodes and values,

esulting in the large reduction of the CPT size in the modular BN.

The time taken for inference was checked to confirm the time

eduction. We compared the inference time between tree design

nd the design based on concurrent situations, and measured the

verage time after 100 runs of experiments. Fig. 10 shows the re-

ult of inference time. 

In order to confirm the reduction of computation, we conducted

he network experiment. As a result, the size of CPT was reduced

rom 68% to 92% ( Fig. 9 ). The time required for inference is reduced

rom 5 times to 13 times ( Fig. 10 ), and the result of accuracy of

esigned networks is distributed from 76% to 94% ( Fig. 11 ). 

.4. Inference accuracy of unnecessary devices 

The other set of modular Bayesian networks is designed to in-

er idle situation of devices such as Wi-Fi, GPS, data synchroniza-

ion and Bluetooth. The input values of networks are determined

y independent node, and intermediate nodes are designed to re-

ect the correlation with result node. 

We investigate the tendency of users using NEO-PI-R survey

23] . Using the collected data, we measure the accuracy by com-

aring to the result of inferred networks of unnecessary device.

ig. 12 shows the average accuracy of 85.68% that the proposed

ystem correctly identifies the superfluous devices. The device of

he highest accuracy is Bluetooth because of the definite usage pat-

ern of data. On the other hand, the accuracy of GPS device is low

ecause it is used in various situations. 

.5. Comparison on battery levels 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed device

anagement system in daily lives, we compared the battery us-
Please cite this article as: S.-B. Cho, J.-M. Yu, Hierarchical modular Baye

computing (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.01.124 
ge of one person for a whole day, when he carried together two

martphones all the time. Only one of the devices installed the

roposed system. Fig. 13 compares the battery level, resulting in

he decrease of battery consumption of about 6% compared to the

martphone without the proposed system. This induces to increase

he use time of smartphone for about 2 h per day. Of course, we

eed to increase the number of persons and the days to get fairer

valuation. 

. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, in order to increase the longevity of using smart-

hone, we proposed a device management system based on hierar-

hical Bayesian networks of inferring user’s situations and unnec-

ssary devices. We designed 16 Bayesian networks to infer user’s

ituations, and four Bayesian networks to infer unnecessary devices

f GPS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and synchronization. In order to show the

sefulness of the proposed system, we developed a smartphone

pplication for device management. In the experiments with real

og data, we confirm that the proposed system results in the accu-

acy of 85.68% and the reduction of battery consumption of about

%. 

Even though we were successful to show the feasibility of the

roposed system, we need several further works to improve the

urrent research. We can divide the future works into short-term

nd long-term research. In the short-term, we need to incorporate

everal wearable devices such as smart watch and glasses for total

attery saving and develop appealing personalized services with

hem. In the long-term, we have to improve the context recogni-

ion model with deep learning with larger data. We are aiming to

evelop market sensational applications with the full power of bat-

ery saving functionality. 
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